Enhancing Educational Technology

Meet Juno.
Capturing and sharing lesson content is finally easy

A

t last, FrontRow’s all-new Juno® digital
communication platform has arrived –
combining the convenience of a portable audio
device with the sound quality and educational
benefits of an installed system.

But this isn’t just your typical “sound system.”
With Juno, busy teachers can use the time-saving,
results-boosting power of lesson capture through voiceactivated commands. If teachers can say
“begin” and “finish,” Juno can handle the rest!
Like magic, Juno’s exclusive lesson capture feature
records teacher and student voices, media audio, and
the computer screen, automatically titles these audio/
video clips with the right subject based on the teacher’s
schedule, and helps post them for students to review at
night — all in a format viewable on personal devices.

Because Juno is so easy for teachers to
use – they simply talk into the microphone
to issue commands – there is less need
for you to train and troubleshoot.

How Juno Provides the Best Bang for Your
Technology Buck
Along with saving teachers time and making learning
more accessible, Juno:

• Requires zero installation and is completely
portable

• Is simple for teachers to use – which means
less training and troubleshooting
• Makes lesson capture more practical to implement
throughout your school
• Allows for distance learning opportunities
where sound is clearly projected throughout
the classroom

• Provides full integration with interactive
whiteboards, mp3 players, laptops, and other
multi-media devices
• Bluetooth-enabled, enriching lesson delivery and
content variety. Perfect for expandable learning spaces,
creates a stereo high-ﬁdelity sound experience.
• Offers a fully scalable solution – Juno’s desktop
software serves as your gateway for add-on
features and updates to serve your technology
needs today and tomorrow

To learn more about Juno, visit www.gofrontrow.com
or call Lifeline Audio Video Technologies at 800.236.4327
Bluetooth is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc.

